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QUESTION 1

What does Amazon EC2 provide? 

A. A platform to run code (Java, PHP, Python), paying on an hourly basis 

B. A physical computing environment 

C. Virtual Server Hosting 

D. Domain Name System (DNS) 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: 

Amazon EC2 provides Virtual Server Hosting. 

Reference: http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/ 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization has setup consolidated billing with 3 different AWS accounts. Which of the below mentioned
advantages will organization receive in terms of the AWS pricing? 

A. The consolidated billing does not bring any cost advantage for the organization 

B. All AWS accounts will be charged for S3 storage by combining the total storage of each account 

C. The EC2 instances of each account will receive a total of 750*3 micro instance hours free 

D. The free usage tier for all the 3 accounts will be 3 years and not a single year 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: AWS consolidated billing enables the organization to consolidate payments for multiple Amazon Web
Services (AWS. accounts within a single organization by making a single paying account. For billing purposes, AWS
treats all the accounts on the consolidated bill as one account. Some services, such as Amazon EC2 and Amazon S3
have volume pricing tiers across certain usage dimensions that give the user lower prices when he uses the service
more. 

 

QUESTION 3

An organization has applied the below mentioned policy on an IAM group which has selected the IAM users. What
entitlements do the IAM users avail with this policy? 
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A. The policy is not created correctly. It will throw an error for wrong resource name 

B. The policy is for the group. Thus, the IAM user cannot have any entitlement to this 

C. It allows full access to all AWS services for the IAM users who are a part of this group 

D. If this policy is applied to the EC2 resource, the users of the group will have full access to the EC2 Resources 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: AWS Identity and Access Management is a web service which allows organizations to manage users and
user permissions for various AWS services. The IAM group allows the organization to specify permissions for a
collection of users. With the below mentioned policy, it will allow the group full access (Admin to all AWS services). 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements describes launch configuration in Auto Scaling? 

A. A launch configuration is a template that an Auto Scaling group uses to launch EC2 instances. 

B. A launch configuration is a template that an Auto Scaling group uses to define the max/minimum of instances. 

C. A launch configuration is a template that an Auto Scaling group uses to schedule the scaling ac-tivity. 
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D. A launch configuration is a template that an Auto Scaling group uses to define the instance count. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

A launch configuration represents a template that the Auto Scaling group uses to launch the Ama-zon EC2 

instances. When you create a launch configuration, you specify information for the in-stances such as the 

ID of the Amazon Machine Image (AMI), the instance type, a key pair, one or more security groups, and a 

block device mapping. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AutoScaling/latest/DeveloperGuide/LaunchConfiguration.html 

 

QUESTION 5

In Amazon CloudFront, if you have chosen On for Logging, the access logs are stored in _______________. 

A. Amazon S3 bucket. 

B. Amazon EBS. 

C. Amazon Edge locations. 

D. Amazon EC2 instance. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: 

In Amazon CloudFront, if you chose On for Logging, the logs store in the Amazon S3 bucket that you want 

CloudFront to store access logs in. For example: 

myawslogbucket.s3.amazonaws.com 

If you enable logging, CloudFront records information about each end-user request for an object and 

stores the files in the specified Amazon S3 bucket. 

Reference: 

http://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonCloudFront/latest/DeveloperGuide/distribution-web-
valuesspecify.html#DownloadDistValuesLoggingOnOff 
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